
GO STARG AZING IN A VINEYARD 
AT NAPA’S BOUCHAINE

Bouchaine has been busy lately thinking outside the bottle when it comes to wine tasting experiences. 
The latest? Stargazing and Pinot.

To paraphrase a classic song from the Lone Star state: “The stars at night are big and bright . . . *clap 
clap clap clap * . . . deep in the heart of Carneros!”

By 9 p.m. in Napa Valley, most tasting rooms have been shut down for hours. But at Bouchaine Vineyards, 
which has a history in the Carneros region dating back to the 1880s, the party’s just getting started. 

“Stargazing in the Vineyard” is Bouchaine’s new monthly program that kicked off in August, combining 
wine tasting and telescopes.

Guests are greeted with a glass tumbler, a bag of popcorn and a blanket for keeping warm in the 
chilly Carneros evening. Then, it’s off to a spacious back patio that’s lit softly with candles. There’s the 
occasional laser pointer cutting into the night to highlight constellations and star clusters.
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Linda Sinkay and Jim Goodenough,  astronomers who operate local stargazing tour company Wine 
Country Star Party, guide the experience. They come equipped with two powerful telescopes capable 
of viewing objects more than 500 million miles away.

But in Napa Valley, the wines remain the star of the show. As part of the $85 fee, guests enjoy a tasting 
that’s basically an open bar of Bouchaine wines, including its dry and refreshing take on Chardonnay 
and its lush Pinot Noir. Chris Kajani makes the wines at Bouchaine.

Between sips, guests take turns peering through telescopes as the astronomers offer guidance. Even 
without the added glow and warm fuzzies from drinking wine, the views of Saturn’s rings through an 
Orion Newtonian telescope are breathtaking. As the telescope focuses on the moon, you’ll get an 
astronaut’s view of its sprawling craters and dusty landscape.

Most guests seem to have their fill of wine and stars after 90 minutes, but that’s the best time to stick 
around. With no lines for the telescopes and plenty of wine remaining, all feels right in the universe — 
or, at least in this remote section of Carneros.

Chris Kajani was previously the winemaker at Saintsbury. | Gabrielle Lurie / The Chronicle


